British Regiments Raised in Portugal
1706-1710

Cavalry & Dragoons
Sir Daniel Carroll's Regiment of Horse (raised in 1710)
(from Irish deserters from the Spanish Army)
The Earl of Peterborough's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1706)
(in Spain)
Edward Pearce's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1706)
(in Spain, from Barrymore's Foot)
Francis La Fabrique's Regiment of French Dragoons (raised in 1706)
(French Huguenot refugees)
Balthazar de Poissac's Regiment of Dragoons 91709)
(in Portugal)
John Desborne's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1709)
(from de la Coulombière's Foot)
Constantine de Magny's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1709)
(from de Magny's Foot)
Paul de Gually's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1710)
(from Traupaude's Foot)
Marquis de Montandre's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1709)
(from Montandre's Foot)
Marquis d'Assa's Regiment of Dragoons (raised in 1710)
(in Portugal)

Infantry
Constantine de Magny's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1708)
(in Portugal)
John Traupaude's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1708)
(in Portugal)
Marquis de Montandre's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1708)
(in Portugal)
Anthony de la Coulombière's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1708)
(in Portugal)
Robert Dalzell's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1709)
(in Portugal)
Peter Cole's Regiment of Foot (raised in 1710)
(in Portugal)
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